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RUTH CRAWFORD’S STRING QUARTET, MVT. 3: 
AN ANALYSIS OF DYNAMIC COUNTERPOINT, 
CONTOUR SIMILARITY, AND MUSICAL FORM

Yi-Cheng Daniel Wu

Introduction
Figure 1 presents the formal outline in Ruth Crawford’s String Quartet, Mvt. 3. 
It starts at the beginning and continues until three quarters of the way through 
the movement (mm. 1–76), where multiple sorts of the musical climaxes ap-
proximately meet and together create a strong sense of structural arrival point. 
If we look ahead at figure 5, these climaxes include the simultaneous registral 
peak and valley at m. 75 (E6 and C2), the arpeggiated harmony crossing a sig-
nificant wide range of pitch space on each string on the downbeat of m. 75, 
the textural shift to a brief stretto at m. 75, and the most forceful dynamics 
ffz heavily punctuated by a staccato sign at mm. 75–6.1 Among these climaxes, 
the dynamics is the most striking element, for not only is its arrival achieved 
through an extensively long gradual increase, three-part formal process of 
sound expansion from ppp  f (mm. 1–43), f  fff (mm. 44–66), to fff  ffz 
(mm. 67–76), this procedure is also stretched out by a unique musical fabric, 
where each instrument plays a different alternation of crescendo and diminu-
endo. In a letter to Varèse dated 6 April 1937, Crawford describes this texture 
as a “counterpoint of dynamics,” where the “crescendi and diminuendi should 
be exactly timed, and no instrument should reach the high or low point at the 
same time as any other” (emphasis mine).2

This intertwined dynamic texture has inspired theorists proposing vari-
ous methods to investigate it in relation to the three-part formal structure. 
Rao (2007, 126–8) approaches this issue by incorporating the change of dy-
namics along with the rhythmic durations. Rao calls the complete span of 

1 To sharpen this climactic moment, Crawford uses simultaneous rests crossing all four strings 
and double barlines to separate all the previous part mm. 1–76 from the rest of the movement, mm. 
77–99. The bracketed Arabic numbers indicate the harmonic segmentations (the segmentation meth-
od will be explained fully later in the next section, “Background Setting”). After chord 37, the harmon-
ies move faster as the intervals between them are much shorter, projecting another level that supports 
and prepares for the arrival of the integrated musical climaxes at the end of figure 5. 

2 Crawford’s statement is cited in Gaume (1987, 204). In addition, Tick (1997, appendix A, 357–
8) presents Crawford’s self-analysis of her arrangements of dynamics in this movement, including 
some facsimile reproductions of her musical examples. 
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the crescendo-decrescendo process a dynamic slide . Each slide contains two 
integers: the duration of crescendo and that of decrescendo, creating a peak 
where the two meet. She categorizes three types of rhythmic slide that describe 
different shapes of slide: the mounting slide (the crescendo is longer than the 
decrescendo), the ebbing slide (the crescendo is shorter than the decrescen-
do), and the equilibrium slide (the crescendo and the decrescendo are equal). 
Her analysis finds that each of the three formal parts projects a distinctive 
rhythmic slide. Part 1 comprises mostly equilibrium slides, creating a “fairly 
balanced effect” (Rao 2007, 128) between the crescendo and decrescendo. The 
slides turn into the ebbing motions in Part 2, and this increases the “off-cen-
teredness” (128) of the peak point that differentiates itself from the previous 

“stillness” (128) between the crescendo and decrescendo. Then the shapes of the 
slides change again to the mounting type, which contain a series of “shortened, 
hurried” decrescendos that build up a tension supporting the dynamic and 
registral climaxes in Part 3.

Another study focusing on the kinship between the arrangements of dy-
namics and duration can be found in an earlier publication by Nicholls (1990, 
119–20), whose analysis shows a strong correlation with Rao’s. Nicholls discov-
ers that all of the entries of the complete crescendo-decrescendo processes (i.e., 
Rao’s dynamic slides) are treated canonically among the four string instru-
ments, and each formal part presents a particular pattern of the entries: Part 
1: vla–vc–vln 2–vln 1; Part 2: various orders of canonic entries are introduced; 
and Part 3: vla–vln 2–vc–vln 1. Also emphasizing the instrumentations with 
regard to the dynamics, Straus (1995, 166–8) uses sequential integers 0–3 to 
represent vc, vla, vln 2, and vln 1, respectively. He arranges these integers on 
the basis of when they reach their loudest points, forming a set called the firing 
order . For instance, <1203> means that vla is the first to reach its loudest point, 
which is followed by vln 2, vc, and then vln 1. Straus applies twelve-tone oper-
ations of prime, inversion, retrograde, and retrograde inversion to examine the 
relationships among the firing orders, and further analyzes how they can be 
associated with orders produced by other musical elements of pitch and dur-
ation in different parts of the form.

m. 43 m. 66 m. 76

f fff

Vln I

Vln II

Vc

Vla

counterpoint of dynamics

a temporary structural 
dynamic arrival point f

dynamic climax

a temporary structural 
dynamic arrival point fff

ppp ffz

m. 1

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3

an extensive sound expansion

fff +

pitch: the simultaneous peak and valley points
harmonic space: the widest range

texture: a brief shift to stretto

elements that support this dynamic climax include:

Figure 1: Ruth Crawford, String Quartet, Mvt. 3; formal layout (mm. 1–76)
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Hisama (1995) complements work of the scholars above by focusing on less 
apparent climaxes narrated by pitch registers in this movement. Unlike the 
traditional standard string quartet setting, in which the four instruments from 
low to high project bass, tenor, alto, and soprano voices, the texture here is 
woven by intensive voice crossings. For instance, at time point A in figure 2, 
two voice crossings appear: vln 2 is higher than vln 1, and vc is higher than vla. 
Hisama calls such intertwined musical fabric a twisted texture, and she uses 
the term degree of twist to define the number of voice crossings. She finds mul-
tiple climaxes achieved by the gradual progressions moving toward and then 
away from such an exceedingly twisted texture, and they are always staggered 
with the arrival point of the dynamic climax at the end of each formal part 
outlined in figure 1. For Hisama, this highly twisted texture represents what 
she believes to be a “feminist” climax (305), which is opposed to the dynamics 
representing a more contextual, traditional, and “masculine” form of climax 
in a composition.3 Moreover, Gollin (2009) applies a Cayley graph to examine 
how the registral permutations of the four instruments create a transforma-
tional network that further supports Hisama’s analysis of climaxes.

Gathered together in one view of all the discussions above, we have two 
complementary readings of formal articulations. Rao, Nicholls, and Straus 
take into account dynamics in relation to duration or instrumentation, and 
their analyses highlight the individual formal characteristic of each of the 
three parts. Hisama and Gollin deal with this movement by considering the 
pitch registers, and their findings indicate that the formal divisions defined 
by the dynamic climaxes do not coincide with those narrated by the highly 
twisted voice-crossing strands. In line with the first reading, this article con-
centrates on the details of the texture, applying my contour similarity meas-
urement—the minimally divergent contour network—to translate Crawford’s 
dynamic counterpoint into a chronological sequence of the verticalized dy-
namic contour segments (dcsegs) and study their relationships. When I de-
scribe my methodology in two of my own works (2012, 2013), the terms vary 
from my dissertation to the later publication, but their basic concept remains 
the same. To consistently describe the theory in this article, I use the terms 
from the more recent publication (2013). Similar to Straus’s firing order, a dcseg 
is a set describing the simultaneous dynamics among the four instruments at 
a particular time point. However, unlike the firing order, the elements within 
a dcseg will be fully set on a fixed arrangement of instruments in the quartet 
from the lowest to the highest strings. My findings suggest a strong analytic-
al echo with the results proposed by Rao and Nicholls, for every formal part 
unfolds a distinctive formal characteristic. That is, dcsegs in Parts 1 and 3 are 
closely located at the centre of the contour network, sharing great resemblance 
of their dynamic shapes. Contrarily, dcsegs in Part 2 navigate outward from the 
network’s centre, becoming less similar in their contours. These geographically 
close versus distant locations and high versus low contour similarities among 

3 Hisama’s 1995 article is also included in Hisma (2001, chapter 2, 12–34). In the latter publica-
tion she presents chapters 3 and 4 on detailed analyses of Crawford’s music in relation to gender. 
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dcsegs in the network serve as a crucial reference to deepen and strengthen the 
formal divisions articulated by the arrivals of—to borrow Hisama’s term—the 

“masculine form” of the dynamic climaxes in Crawford’s three-part schematic 
design.

Background Setting: Dcsegs and Contour Similarity 
Measurement
This section prepares the reader for some necessary background knowledge of 
my method of dynamic contour segmentations and the measurement of test-
ing their similarities (see figure 2). I follow the flow of harmonies to segment a 
dcseg. In Mvt. 3, each instrument plays a single and different note. A succes-
sion of four simultaneous pitches creates a series of tetrachordal progression. 
The adjacent tetrachords differ from one another by the movement of a single 
pitch, while the remaining ones stay fixed.4 For instance, at time-point A, the 
first violin’s A-b3 is proceeded by D4 while the remaining three instruments still 

4 Connecting these moving pitches forms what Straus refers to as the “main melody” (1995, 161). 
Straus has thoroughly analyzed this main melody for its pitch-class structure, patterns of instrumen-
tation, and relationship between pitch and duration contours (158–64).

< C#,      C,    Eb,     Ab >harmonic segmentations

corresponding dcsegs < mp  > 

vc, vla, vln 2, vln 1

translating dcsegs into contour types I<, <F[ ]

A Btime-points

< C#,       F#,    Eb,   Ab >

<   > 

vc, vla, vln 2,vln 1

I>, >F[ ]H,

p,p,qua. p, qua. p, mp, p, p

L,

type 9 type 4

CTSIMs= 3

Figure 2. Ruth Crawford, String Quartet, Mvt. 3, mm. 26–31; dynamic contour segments 
(dsegs).
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play the same notes. This creates a tetrachord <C-#, C, E-b, A-b> (always read 
from the lowest to the highest instruments). Time-point B forms another tetra-
chord because the pitch C4 moves to F-#4 in the viola at m. 30. The formation of 
a dcseg cleanly coincides with a harmonic time-point, embracing different lev-
els of contrapuntal dynamics associated with their corresponding pitches. This 
type of verticalized dcseg segmentation reflects a particular dynamic, timbral 
package articulating the change of a new chord (as opposed to a beat-to-beat 
type of dcseg segmentation). The crescendo and diminuendo travel between 
mp and pp within the total span of seven beats (mm. 28–31, starting from vln 
2, vln 1, vc, and vla). To more accurately measure the dynamics associated with 
its time-point, figure 3 subdivides two more dynamics p and quasi p between 
pp and mp, thus each beat receives a particular dynamic assignment. Based on 
this subdivision, I derive dcsegs <quasi p, p, p, mp> at time-point A and <quasi 
p, mp, p, p> at time-point B in figure 2.

Here the reader may find that the definition of a musical contour in figure 2 
essentially deviates from a more conventional definition in two aspects. First, 
the dynamics that create a dcseg are not linearly, sequentially spread out in 
time. Rather, they are vertically aligned at one particular time-point. Gener-
ally, in the field of contour theory, pitch contour is the most popular subject 
of study, and theorists commonly define a pitch contour on the basis of two 
sequential dimensions—contour space (from low to high) and sequential time 
(from the first to the last). I refer to this perception of contour as linear con-
tour . Importantly, a linear contour can be further extended to describe and 
trace the horizontal flow of a musical figure narrated by elements other than 
pitch—such as duration (short versus long).5 Contrary to the linear contour, 
the dcseg in this article describes a contour in a vertical axis, expressing Craw-
ford’s contrapuntal texture in terms of an ordered set composed of the four 
aligned, simultaneous dynamic marks. I refer to this perception of a contour 

5 Studies that deal with the linear contour can be found in Friedmann (1985, 1987), Marvin and 
Laprade (1987), Morris (1987, 1993), Marvin (1989, 1991, 1995), Quinn (1997, 1999), Schmuckler (1999, 
2010), Shmulevich (2004), Carson (2004–5), Schultz (2008, 2009, 2016), Bor (2009), Pearsall (2012), 
and Carter-Ényí (2016), among others.

beats: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Figure 3: Subdivide the dynamics between mp and pp in figure 2.
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as the vertical contour . Importantly, since the study of the vertical contour is 
less common than that of the linear, it is necessary to offer supplementary in-
formation on how other theorists define and construct different types of ver-
tical contour that are essentially different from my own work. The reader thus 
can have a more comprehensive understanding of the formation of a vertical 
contour crossing various contexts of musical analyses. Besides dynamics, in 
the current analytical literature the most common element that theorists take 
into account to create a vertical contour is the harmonic space . For instance, if 
we define a chord as a collection of harmonic intervals formed by each pair of 
adjacent pitches, then its contour can be described vertically through the com-
parison of the sizes of its constituent intervals as being more compact, spatial, 
or equal to one another.6

Second, the dynamics in a dcseg is arranged not according to the pitch 
height from the lowest to the highest, but consistently to the instrumental set-
ting of a string quartet from vc, vla, vln 2, to vln 1. The reason has to do with a 
particular musical fabric created by the intensive voice crossings in this quartet 
mentioned in the introduction. Such an intricate texture woven by the highly 
interlaced melodic threads cannot project the traditional standard string quar-
tet setting, in which the four instruments from low to high project bass, tenor, 
alto, and soprano voices. If we were to arrange the dynamics on the basis of 
the actual pitch heights, we would have derived a succession of dcsegs whose 
dynamics always shift places from their original positions located below their 
corresponding instruments on the score, breaking down the strict contrapun-
tal texture orchestrated by the setting of a string quartet. Prompted by this 
issue of inconsistency caused by the frequent voice crossings, I have decided 
to arrange the dynamics in a dcseg consistently based on the instrumentation. 
The resultant dcsegs can thus be best thought of as a suggestive way to compre-
hend the quartet’s surface texture that is exceedingly twisted, while grounding 
its counterpoint of dynamics on a footing of the fixed instrumentation.

Next, I apply my minimally divergent contour network to translate dcsegs 
into my contour notation and then compare the similarity between them. I 
refer to the resultant degree of resemblance between two contour types as the 

6 Representative works that consider the vertical contour created by harmonic space include 
Marvin (1995), Hermann (1995), Klein (1999), Straus (2005), and my own work (2016), among others. 
Note that although Klein and Straus do not explicitly point out the keyword contour in their articles, 
their analytical outcome nevertheless expressing the overall shift in chordal space implies a strong 
sense of harmonic contour. 

For a more tangible and detailed image of a construction of this type of vertical contour, see 
the works of the following four scholars. Marvin’s pitch-span contours (1995, 162–71) describe the 
space between each pair of the adjacent pitches within a chord in Stockhausen’s Klavierstücke, Nr. 
2/I. Hermann studies the way harmonies transform their chordal density from their original refer-
ential chords through nine different chordal shape functions (1995, 377–9; he also calls them “contour 
functions” in 377n15) in Berio’s Sequenza IV for Piano . Klein’s compression of a harmonic aggregate 
describes “how tightly packed the voices are within a [chord]” (1999, 44) in Lutosławski’s late music. 
Straus extends his offset number derived from his fuzzy transformational voice leading (2005, particu-
larly 73–83) to examine the degree of chromaticness of a chord.

In my own work (2016), I reconsider the space of all ics 0–6 and propose a measurement called 
the average transformed voice pair interval class set to examine the density of post-tonal harmonies. 
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contour type similarity—CTSIM .7 The strengths of adopting this approach are 
that (1) it allows us to perceive the contour similarity in terms of a more con-
crete visual representation of the geographical close/distant locations within 
the network, and (2), as shown later in my findings, the mappings of different 
dynamic contour types can be used as a crucial reference to support and articu-
late the formal divisions among the three parts in this movement. Before mov-
ing on, I need to explain the formation and methodology of my network (see 
figure 4).8 There are fifteen circles identified by numbers 1–15 in the network. 
Each contains a set representing a particular pitch contour type outlining the 
overall melodic shape articulated by the four boundary contour pitches (cps): 
Initial, Final, Highest, and Lowest.9 Two additional symbols “>, <” are used to 
further clarify the relationship between cps [I, F].10 The arrows always point to 
a lower cp. For instance, [I>, >F] means cp I is higher than cp F, while cp F is 
higher than cp I in the situation of [I<, <F]. If two arrows point to each other, 
that means cps I and F are level (i.e., [I>, <F]). A line connects any two types 
if there is one different or extra cp in between.11 For instance, the bottom of 
figure 4 compares two pairs of types, and each pair is linked by one line in the 
network. Type 8 has one different cp I> from type 9 or vice versa, and type 11 
has one more cp L than type 5. Within this network, we can efficiently and 
easily test the degree of similarity by measuring the shortest distance—more 
specifically, the fewest lines on the path—between any two contour types. The 
distance may range from 0 to 4 steps: from two utterly identical to two drastic-
ally different types. In other words, the greater value the CTSIM, the less similar 

7 I actually call my measurement contour similarity of Adams’s type—CSIM-AT (2013, 12). The 
term Adams’s type refers to Charles Adams’s contour typology (1976), which provides the methodo-
logical source reference for me to develop my contour network. In this article, I use a visually simpler 
and more concise nomenclature to describe the contour similarity—CTSIM (contour type similarity).

8 For details about my methodology, see Wu (2013, 8–37).
9 Note that none of the contour types can accommodate non-adjacent repeated cps. For in-

stance, if we have a segment [I>, H, L, H, >F], it cannot be categorized into any of the fifteen types. To 
address such issue, please see my own work (2019).

10 Note that all the contour types in figure 4 are ordered set. Traditionally we use “< >” to notate 
an ordered set. But this notation may create a visual confusion with the arrows of “>” and “<.” To avoid 
this confusion, I use square brackets “[ ]” to represent a contour type throughout this article.

11 In other words, within this network, any two contour types that are one line apart are always 
CTSIM 1-related. Additionally, in my dissertation (2012, 137), I suggest that this network seemingly 
recaptures the sense of smoothness described in Cohn (1996). Cohn’s theory groups six chromatic 
triads to create a maximally smooth cycle, in which each pair of the adjacent triads share two common 
tones, while the remaining ones are consistently related by one semitone apart. My network features 
the same consistency as Cohn’s maximally smooth cycle, because one move in the contour network 
corresponds to one altered cp from one type to another. Also, in a conversation with Philip Stoecker, 
he pointed out to me that my smoothness can be also arguably related to Straus’s “parsimonious 
voice-leading space for set-classes” (2005, 50). Straus uses his fuzzy transformation and offset num-
ber to examine voice leading between two chords in terms of their set-class (sc) representatives. In 
his figure 4 entitled “parsimonious voice-leading space for trichord class” (52), Straus pairs any two 
trichordal scs related by offset number 1 and then uses a line to connect them. This also results in a 
network, in which one move in this sc-space equals one parsimonious move in offset number 1 from a 
sc to another (for more information about Straus’s fuzzy transformational voice leading, also see his 
1997 and 2003). To conclude, we experience the concept of smoothness (and parsimony) crossing three 
different areas from Cohn’s voice leading in chromatic triads, to Straus’s voice leading in sc-space, and 
to my pitch contour.
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the two contour types. Importantly, the limited range of CTSIM from 0 to 4 
allows us to tangibly define the relationship among all the dcsegs in this quar-
tet, obtaining a more concrete sense of similarity relations with regard to their 
identical, alike, or different dynamic sound images.

In my analysis, I slightly modify the meanings of my cps I, F, H, and L, ex-
tending them from the original description of pitch heights to that of dynamic 
levels. That is, cps I and F respectively delineate the beginning and ending 
dynamics; in this case they are respectively produced by the two outer instru-
ments of vc and vln 1. And cps H and L are the dynamics (if any) deviating 
from cps I and F, representing the strongest and weakest volume associated 
with the inner two instruments of vla and vln 2. For instance, the dcseg <quasi 
p, p, p, mp> at time-point A in figure 2 corresponds to type 9 [I<, L, <F],12 while 

12 My analysis disregards any repetitive cps. In this dcseg, vla and vln 2 have the same dynamics 
p . I consider the vla only as the deviated cp L, for it appears before vln 2 in the dcseg. 

1
[ I>, >F ]

2
[ I>, <F ]

3
[ I<, <F ]

4
[ I>, H, >F ]

5
[ I>, H, <F ]

6
[ I<, H, <F ]

7
[ I>, L, >F ]

8
[ I>, L, <F ]

9
[ I< , L,  <F ]

10
[ I>, H, L, >F ]

11
[ I>, H, L, <F ]

12
[ I<, H, L, <F ]

13
[ I>, L, H, >F ]

14
[ I>, L, H, <F ]

15
[ I< , L, H, <F ]

5
[ I>, H, <F ]

11
[ I>, H, L, <F ]

[ I>,  H,       <F ] [ I>, H,   L,   <F ]

8
[ I>, L, <F ]

9
[ I< , L,  <F ]

[   I>  , L, <F ]

[   I<   , L,  <F ]

1 extra cp

1 different cp I 
from types 8 to 9

or vice versa

Figure 4: The minimally divergent contour network.
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dcseg <quasi p, mp, p, p> at time-point B forms type 4 [I>, H, >F].13 If we locate 
these two types in the network in figure 4, the shortest distance between them 
takes three steps. Thus, their CTSIM is equal to 3.14

Analysis
Figure 5 presents an annotated score, which shows the formal divisions of the 
three parts and sixty-three dcsegs. Part 1 contains dcsegs (1)–(27); (28)–(53) are 
in Part 2; and the remaining (54)–(63) can be found in Part 3. The musical 
climax at the end is achieved by both dynamics and register, approximately 
in the area framed by dcsegs (61)–(63). At dcseg (61), the music reaches to the 
highest (vln 1) and lowest registers (vc) supported by the strongest dynamics fff 
with an additional accent mark “̂ .” Although the lowest register (vc) rapidly 
climbs up to the higher range of the register at dcseg (63), dynamically the 
music proceeds to the most powerful sound in figure 5—fff heavily punctuated 
by an additional accent mark ffz .15 On the score, the dynamic terms include 
(from the weakest to the strongest) ppp, pp, p, mp, mf, f, ff, fff . To more accur-
ately describe the dynamic counterpoints among the four simultaneous string 
instruments, similar to the previous subdivisions in figure 3, figure 6 adds four 
more dynamics quasi p, quasi f, quasi ff, and quasi fff based on the contextual 
needs. Table 1 lists all the dcsegs,16 the translation of my nomenclatures, and 
their associated contour types.

Figure 7 analyzes the mappings of contour types in Part 1. For the sake of 
clearer discussion, here and the following two figures divide the network into 
three zones A, B, and C, according to their geographical distance close to or far 
from the centre of the network. Importantly, the relative distance to the net-
work’s centre will allow us to musically reflect the level of contour elaboration 
from a broader scope. A-zone is the axis running through the centre of the net-
work, which contains types 1–3 with no deviated cp. I call this zone the central 
area . Types in this area project the direct figures—a horizontal line (type 2) and 
two inversionally related contours of ascending (type 3) and descending slopes 
(type 1). They provide the source, original models from which the remaining 

13 Like the previous dcseg, here we also see vln 2 and vln 1 play the same dynamics p . I consider 
vln 1 because it represents the ending dynamics. 

14 Complementary to my contour types, studies that also deal with the subject of contour typ-
ology can be found in Seeger (1960), Adams (1976), and Morris (1993). For detailed discussion and 
critique of their typologies, see Wu (2012, 14–28). 

15 Right after the quartet passes dcseg (60), Crawford marks sempre fff on the score. Thus, the 
remaining three dcsegs (61)–(63) all appear within the realm of fff . The differences among them is the 
level of the extra accent emphasis by either “^” or “ffz .” 

16 Table 1 provides the analyst with a new possibility of chordal segmentation based on the 
change of dynamics. It also lends him/her a crucial reference to logically associate certain chords 
together for they share the same arrangement of the dynamics (for instance, we can relate dcseg (48) 
to (53) in Part 2, because they all project the same type of dynamic contour [I>, L, H, >F]). Aside from 
the dynamics discussed in this paper, the most common associational approach appears in pitch-class 
set theory. For instance, scholars focus on the kinships among consecutive or non-consecutive pitch-
class segments that can be associated by a certain underlying attribute (such as the same set-class 
family member, pitch contour, or an apparent contextual element). The representative research of the 
association theory includes Straus (1987), Hannien (1996, 2004, 2012), and Mailman (2015).
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contour types in the network may spring. As the contours move outward from 
the centre, they transform into more and more elaborated and complex figures. 
B-zones slightly move away from the both sides of the central axis, including 
types 4–6 and 7–9 that have one deviated cp. I refer to the types in B-zones as 
the moderately elaborated contours . C-zones are located at both far edges of 
the network, including types 10–12 and 13–15 with two deviated cps, forming 
the fully elaborated contours . In my analysis, besides CTSIMs, I also distinguish 
the character of each formal part in terms of its general dynamic texture cre-
ated by the level of contour elaboration. The more elaborated the contours, the 
more intricate the dynamic texture; contrarily, the more direct the contours, 
the simpler the texture.

The quartet begins with six dcsegs wandering between types 1 and 3 (see 
table 2). These two contour types are located at the central area, mapping to 
each other via a two-step move (CTSIM = 2, marked by bold, solid lines in figure 
7) by passing through the network’s centremost type 2. Importantly, although 
type 2 does not occur in Part 1, it does come on the scene at the very end of Part 
3, which—along with the registral and dynamic climaxes—closes my selected 
passage (mm. 1–76). After the initial six dcsegs, the quartet progresses to the 
core of Part 1, which contains the remaining dcsegs (7)–(27), mostly projecting 
types 1, 4, and 7, with some occasional occurrences of types 9 and 3 (see table 
2). In figure 7, types 1, 4, and 7 are intimately related, creating a small, solid 

(1) (2) (3) (5) (6)

(8) (9) (10)

(11)

(12) (13) (14) (15)

(17) (18) (19)

(20)

(21) (22) (23) (24)

first stage of large-scale crescendo from ppp to f
Part 1:  mm. 1—43; dcsegs (1)— (27)

(4) (7)

(16)

Figure 5. Crawford, String Quartet, Mvt. 3, mm. 1–76; dcseg segmentations.
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triangle in the upper centre of the network. They consistently map to one an-
other by a one-step move in this network space (CTSIM = 1; see bold, dashed 
lines in the network), showing a strong similarity relation among them—they 
all have the same flanking cps [I>, >F], and the only difference is whether or 
not they have one deviated cp in the middle. Also, I must point out a unique 
feature essentially distinguishing Part 1 from the other two parts. It contains 
many immediate repetitive types—for instance, dcseg (5) repeats (4)’s type 1; 
both (7) and (8) project a type 7; and so forth. These immediate repetitive types 
remain stationary in the network, resulting in a CTSIM 0. To conclude, geo-
graphically all dcsegs in Part 1 appear within or near the central area of the 
network, projecting either direct or moderately elaborated contours that create 
a simple dynamic texture. They start with a few types mapping along the line 
with the axis via either CTSIM 0 or 2 and then moving to the core containing 
types located in the upper centre triangle with either CTSIM 0 or 1 apart.

As soon as the quartet enters Part 2, the mapping instantly expands outward 
to C-zone on the left edge of the network (see figure 8). According to table 3, all 

(25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32)

(33) (34)

(35) (36) (38)(37) (39)

(40)

(41)

(42)

(43)

(44)

(45)

(46)

(47)

(48)

(49) (50)

(51) (54) (55) (56) (58)
(60) (61)

(62) (63)

second stage of large-scale crescendo from f to fff
PART 2:  mm. 44—66; dcsegs (28)—(53)

third stage of large-scale crescendo from fff to ffz
PART 3: mm. 67—75; dcsegs (54)—(63)

(52) (53) (57) (59)

Figure 5 (PART 2).

Figure 6. Subdivide the dynamics from ppp to fff.
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Table 1. Dcsegs, dynamic counterpoint, and their corresponding contour types.
 

Part 
 

 

dcseg # 
 

 

< Vc,           Vla,            Vln 2,         Vln 1 > 
 

Translation 
 

Type 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Part 1 

(1) ppp p   [I<, <F] 3 
(2) p pp   [I>, >F] 1 
(3) ppp p   [I<, <F] 3 
(4) p ppp   [I>, >F] 1 
(5) p p pp  [I>, >F] 1 
(6) p p mp  [I<, <F] 3 
(7) mp pp p  [I>, L, >F] 7 
(8) mp pp p  [I>, L, >F] 7 
(9) p mp pp  [I>, H, >F] 4 
(10) mp p mp pp [I>, >F] 1 
(11) mp pp p p [I>, L, >F] 7 
(12) p p mp pp [I>, H, >F] 4 
(13) p quasi p pp mf [I<, L, <F] 9 
(14) mf p mp mp [I>, L, >F] 7 
(15) mf mp mf p [I>, >F] 1 
(16) mp p mp mf [I<, L, <F] 9 
(17) mf mp mf p [I>, >F] 1 
(18) quasi p p p mp [I<, L, <F] 9 
(19) quasi p mp p p [I>, H, >F] 4 
(20) mp quasi p pp p [I>, L, >F] 7 
(21) pp p mf p [I>, H, >F] 4 
(22) mp mf quasi p quasi p [I>, H, >F] 4 
(23) p quasi p p mf [I<, <F] 3 
(24) mf mp quasi p p [I>, >F] 1 
(25) mp quasi p p mf [I<, L, <F] 9 
(26) quasi p mf mp p [I>, H, >F] 4 
(27) mf mp quasi p quasi p [I>, >F] 1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Part 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(28) quasi p p f mp [I<, L, H, <F] 15 
(29) quasi f mf mp f [I<, L, <F] 9 
(30) mp quasi f mp pp [I<, H, <F] 6 
(31) p quasi p mp p [I>, H, <F] 5 
(32) p p pp mp [I<, L, <F] 9 
(33) p quasi p mf pp [I>, H, >F] 4 
(34) pp mf quasi p mp [I<, H, <F] 6 
(35) mp quasi p p mf [I<, L, <F] 9 
(36) mf f quasi f mp [I>, H, >F] 4 
(37) f quasi f mp quasi f [I>, L, >F] 7 
(38) mp f mf f [I<, <F] 3 
(39) mf f quasi f mf [I>, H, <F] 5 
(40) quasi f mf f quasi f [I>, L, H, <F] 14 
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three types on this left edge appear throughout and distribute almost evenly 
within Part 2 in the following order: beginning, type 15—dcseg (28); middle, 
type 14—dcseg (40); and end, type 13—dcsegs (48) and (53). In A- and B-zones 
of the network (see figure 8), not only do all the original types back in Part 1—1, 
3, 4, 7, 9—reoccur in Part 2, two new types 5 and 6 in B-zone are introduced 
and used frequently. The participations of these two new types in B-zone, 
along with the three 13, 14, and 15 on the left edge, enclose a small dynamic 
contour spectrum covering A-, B-, and C-zones in the network (the dashed 
lines outline this spectrum). On the basis of the outline of this spectrum, we 
can conclude that Part 2 contains a greater variety of types that project direct, 
moderately, and fully elaborated contours, creating a significantly more intri-
cate dynamic texture than that of Part 1. According to the CTSIMs listed on the 
right side of table 3, more than half of the types map to one another via two- to 
four-step moves (i.e., CTSIMs 2–4; they are highlighted by bold, black numbers) 
inside this contour spectrum. Comparing these CTSIMs with those in Part 1, a 
type takes longer distance, more steps to map to another in Part 2 than those in 
Part 1, which—particularly after dcseg (6)—is composed of types mostly asso-
ciated by CTSIMs 0 and 1. With that said, Crawford uses contours that are more 
similarly related in Part 1 than those in Part 2. Besides CTSIMs with larger val-
ues, the mappings in Part 2 are neither routinely consistent nor easily tractable 
as those in the previous part. For instance, the triangle-mapping outlined by 
types 1, 4, 7 in the upper centre of figure 7 disappears in figure 8. True, while 
Crawford still writes contours projecting these three types in Part 2, their map-
pings, nevertheless, do not show any trace of a triangle movement. In fact, type 

Table 1 (cont’d)
 
 
 
 
 
 
Part 2 

(41) mf f quasi f ff [I<, <F] 3 
(42) ff mf f quasi f [I>, L, >F] 7 
(43) ff quasi f mf mf [I>, >F] 1 
(44) ff ff mf f [I>, L, >F] 7 
(45) mf mf ff ff [I<, <F] 3 
(46) ff quasi f mf mf [I>, >F] 1 
(47) quasi f ff f quasi f [I>, H, <F] 5 
(48) f mf ff quasi f [I>, L, H, >F] 13 
(49) mf f quasi f ff [I<, <F] 3 
(50) ff mf quasi f mf [I>, >F] 1 
(51) mf f ff ff [I<, <F] 3 
(52) f mf quasi f ff [I<, L, <F] 9 
(53) quasi fff f fff ff [I>, L, H, >F] 13 

 
 
 
 
 
Part 3 

(54) quasi f ff quasi fff f [I<, H, <F] 6 
(55) ff quasi ff f fff [I<, L, <F] 9 
(56) ff fff quasi fff quasi ff [I>, H, >F] 4 
(57) fff f quasi ff quasi fff [I>, L, >F] 7 
(58) ff fff quasi fff quasi ff [I>, H, >F] 4 
(59) ff f quasi ff fff [I<, L, <F] 9 
(60) quasi ff fff quasi fff f [I>, H, >F] 4 
(61) fff fff fff fff [I>, <F] 2 
(62) fff+ffz fff+ffz fff+ffz fff+ffz [I>, <F] 2 
(63) fff+ffz fff+ffz fff+ffz fff+ffz [I>, <F] 2 

 
Table 1: dcsegs, dynamic counterpoint, and their corresponding contour types 
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4 appears only once in Part 2 at dcseg (33), and it is preceded and followed by 
types 9 and 6, respectively. Thus, types 1, 4, 7 never occur successively one after 
another, failing to outline and trace a triangle-mapping.

Finally, while the quartet reaches Part 3 (see figure 9), the mappings return 
to focus on A- and B-zones by first traveling at the bottom of the network be-
tween types 6 and 9 (solid line) and then proceeding to the top between types 
4 and 7 (dashed line).17 These two mappings both form a one-step move in the 
network (CTSIM = 1), which are parallel to each other. Up to this point in Part 
3, the mappings outlined by solid and dashed lines in the network are easily 
traceable and routinely consistent, just like those in Part 1. Part 3 is concluded 
with three dcsegs (61)–(63) projecting the same dynamic contour (thus, their 
CTSIMs = 0), which is type 2 located at the centremost spot in the network. If 

17 According to table 4, dcsegs (56)–(60) project types 4 and 7 with one exception of 9, which is 
dcseg (59). 

Table 2. Dcsegs (1) to (27) and their contour types.

travel betw
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types 1 &
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*

in the networktraces the mappings marked by 

in the networktraces the mappings marked by 
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we revisit the network in figure 7, the quartet begins with six dcsegs that travel 
along the central axis by passing through type 2. Its appearance at the very end 
of Part 3 suggests a unique response to the beginning of the music by filling 
in the missing part on the central axis, and this design hints at the three-part 
framework placed on a rounded whole. In addition, the echoing relationship 
between Parts 1 and 3 can be further extended to include their sharing dynam-
ic texture. Like Part 1, types in Part 3 all come from A- and B-zones, projecting 
either direct or moderately elaborated contours that create a simple dynamic 
texture.

Figure 10 summarizes the formal analysis of mm. 1–76. The three-part div-
ision is accentuated by (1) the geographical range of dynamic contour type dis-
placements and the overall dynamic texture; while types centre upon A- and 
B-zones in Parts 1 and 3 and produce a simple dynamic texture, those in Part 
2 spread more widely to the edge of the network and produce an intricate dy-
namic texture; (2) CTSIMs; contour types in Parts 1 and 3 map to one another 
via smaller moves with CTSIMs 0–1, and those in Part 2 take longer distance 
with CTSIMs 2–4; and (3) traceable and routine mappings; this feature occurs 
only in Parts 1 and 3, not in Part 2. These three analytical traits provide the 
reader with a reference to perceive the formal division of this movement on the 

Figure 7. Crawford, String Quartet, Mvt. 3, Part 1; analysis of dcsegs’ mappings and their 
distribution in the network
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footing of a continual architectural platform narrated by an unfolding span of 
sound expansion and dynamic contrapuntal texture. Moreover, my findings 
proposed in figure 10 also beautifully support the three-part formal reading 
defined by Rao, Nicholls, and Straus. Although each of us has a rather differ-
ent approach to study this quartet from various contour perspectives of pitch, 
dynamics, duration, and instrumentations, our findings, nevertheless, are in 
an agreement that m. 43 and m. 66 are the two decisive moments where the 
structural formal divisions exactly occur. This reveals an important piece of 
information about the way Crawford crafts and integrates various musical ele-
ments to articulate her formal divisions, creating a coherent three-part form 
from m. 1 to m. 76 in every respect of her String Quartet, Mvt. 3.

I would like to conclude with a discussion on the ways my analysis can re-
ward our aural experience with this movement. The attentive reader may like-
ly argue, “Can we identify by ear the CTSIMs among the verticalized dcsegs 
within such an exceedingly intricate dynamic contrapuntal texture?” I believe 

Table 3. Dcsegs (28) to (53) and their contour types.

*
*

*

*

*

*

CTSIMs

1
1
1
2
3
2
1

1
3
2
1
3
3
1
1
3
2
2
2
4
2
2
1
3

1
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the answer is “Yes.” As mentioned previously in the beginning of the analysis, 
the succession of dcsegs represents the flow of harmonies, in which the adja-
cent tetrachords differ from one another by the movement of a single pitch, 
while the remaining ones stay fixed. In this case, our dcsegs articulated by the 
change of pitch can easily stand out from a maze fabricated by the intricate 
dynamic counterpoint as opposed to the local, beat-to-beat harmonic progres-
sion. The dcsegs thus essentially add clarity to the surface complex texture, for 
they direct the listener to focus on the moments where the sounds project fuller 
packages of timbre, dynamics, and the changing pitch. Then, to aurally com-
pare the similarities among different dcsegs, I suggest we begin with playing a 
few of them slowly on the keyboard and carefully observing how one dcseg is 
related to another by a certain CTSIM based on the results shown in figures 7–9. 
After several practices, we gain the familiarity of the sound of dcsegs and their 
CTSIM-relationships. Then we can go back to listen to them performed by the 
quartet and aurally identify the CTSIMs among them. This whole process opens 
up a new and alternative approach for us to understand harmonies in terms of 

1
[ I>, >F ]

2
[ I>, <F ]

3
[ I<, <F ]

4
[ I>, H, >F ]

5
[ I>, H, <F ]

6
[ I<, H, <F ]

7
[ I>, L, >F ]

8
[ I>, L, <F ]

9
[ I< , L,  <F ]

10
[ I>, H, L, >F ]

11
[ I>, H, L, <F ]

12
[ I<, H, L, <F ]

13
[ I>, L, H, >F ]

14
[ I>, L, H, <F ]

15
[ I< , L, H, <F ]

A-zoneB-zone B-zone C-zoneC-zone

moderately
elaborated contours

moderately
elaborated contours

direct
contours

no deviated cp1 deviated cp 1 deviated cp 2 deviated cps2 deviated cps

*

*

* new types in A- and B-zones

new types in C-zone

central area

An enclosing contour type spectrum within the network

fully
elaborated contours

fully
elaborated contours

Figure 8. Crawford, String Quartet, Mvt. 3, Part 2; analysis of dcsegs’ mappings and their 
distribution in the network.
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Table 4. Dcsegs (54) to (63) and their contour types.

beginning
m
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end 

in the network

traces the mappings marked by 

in the network

traces the mappings marked by 

1
[ I>, >F ]

2
[ I>, <F ]

3
[ I<, <F ]

4
[ I>, H, >F ]

5
[ I>, H, <F ]

6
[ I<, H, <F ]

7
[ I>, L, >F ]

8
[ I>, L, <F ]

9
[ I< , L,  <F ]

10
[ I>, H, L, >F ]

11
[ I>, H, L, <F ]

12
[ I<, H, L, <F ]

13
[ I>, L, H, >F ]

14
[ I>, L, H, <F ]
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[ I< , L, H, <F ]
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elaborated contours
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elaborated contours

direct
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no deviated cp1 deviated cp 1 deviated cp 2 deviated cps2 deviated cps

END
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moderately
elaborated contours
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elaborated conoturs

Figure 9. Crawford, String Quartet, Mvt. 3, Part 3; analysis of dcsegs’ mappings and their 
distribution in the network.
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Figure 10. Ruth Crawford, String Quartet, Mvt. 3, mm. 1-76; analysis of formal division. 
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their dcseg-representatives and CTSIM-relations, which potentially makes both 
dcseg and CTSIM more accessible in Crawford’s String Quartet, Mvt. 3.
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ABSTRACT
In the third movement of her String Quartet, locally Ruth Crawford crafts a unique 
dynamic contrapuntal fabric, where each instrument plays a different alternation of 
crescendo and diminuendo, thus the same dynamics never synchronize. Globally, this 
dynamic contrapuntal texture projects an extensively long gradual sound expansion 
from ppp to fff . In addition, Crawford stresses two temporary dynamics f and fff, subtly 
dividing the form into three parts. To support Crawford’s subtle formal division, I 
translate Crawford’s dynamic counterpoint into a chronological sequence of vertical-
ized contours and measure their similarity. I find the essential changes in contour sim-
ilarity always coincide with the structural boundary, sharpening the formal division 
in Crawford’s schematic design.

RÉSUMÉ
Dans le troisième mouvement de son Quatuor à cordes, Ruth Crawford élabore loca-
lement un tissu contrapuntique dynamique singulier, dans lequel chaque instrument 
alterne différemment crescendo et diminuendo, les mêmes dynamiques ne se synchro-
nisant ainsi jamais. Globalement, ce tissu contrapuntique dynamique projette une 
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très longue expansion sonore graduelle allant de ppp à fff. De surcroit, Crawford met 
temporairement l’accent sur les deux dynamiques f et fff, divisant alors subtilement 
la forme en trois parties. Afin de soutenir cette subtile division formelle tripartite 
par Crawford, je traduis son contrepoint dynamique dans les termes d’une séquence 
chronologique de contours verticalisés, et en mesure la similarité. Je montre ainsi que 
les changements essentiels de la similarité des contours coïncident toujours avec les 
limites structurelles, précisant la division formelle de la conception schématique de 
Crawford.
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